
 

End of the Evening Departure - 11/1/2017 

If you are the last one in the room, the following tasks are done.  Note that some will not be required on 
days that we’re closed to the public. Check the Daily Log Book and white boards on the walk-in door for 
any special instructions. 

● Feeding: Plates are used for wet food.  Use 1/4-1/3 can per plate, with approximately the same 
number of plates as cats.  Add ¼ package Fortiflora to every plate of wet food. Feed between 
5:30-7:30 pm.  Leave at least 2 bowls of dry food out in the main room at night.  

● Wash any empty plates with Dawn using yellow sponge before leaving; stack to dry on shelf 
above litter boxes in walk-in fridge. 

● Water bowls: Fill water bowls ⅓ full with water from the water dispenser; clean any that need to 
be cleaned. Do not overfill the bowls in order to conserve water. 

● Make sure that the cat water fountain is topped off because the pump will burn out if the water 
level is too low. 

● Litter Boxes: scoop any that need it; clean and sanitize boxes that are heavily soiled using blue 
sponge. Clean and sanitize scooper. See detailed cleaning instruction page. 

● Air conditioners/heaters: Turn off air conditioner by the vestibule using the switch on the upper 
wall near the bathroom.  Unplug the other conditioner or adjust to 78 degrees. Turn off heaters or 
lower the knob so that the heaters do not run all night. 

● Lights: Turn off all overhead fluorescent lights, the light in the walk-in, and the lights in the 
sanctuary.  Leave fluorescent light by the angled front door on. 

● Music: Leave iPod running 
● Interior Doors: Close the doors to the bathroom and vestibule 
● Kitty Inventory: Check the board and count current number of cats.  Please take a moment to 

count they are all in the house.  
● Note any observations in the Daily Log book. 
● Exterior doors: Double-check to make sure the back door is locked; lock solid side door (we don’t 

have a key for the deadbolt); lock and deadbolt the side screen door. 
 
On days we’re open to the public: 
 

● Retail: all items from the lower shelf placed in cabinets below the retail area. 
● Toys: Put away all loose cat toys, wands and cat grass. 
● Pillows and Upholstered Stools: Use a lint roller as needed.  Pillows can remain on the couch 

under sheets, or be moved to the cubbies by the bathroom. The couch should be covered with a 
plastic sheet, a shower curtain if necessary, and a regular flat sheet. Upholstered stools, benches 
and chairs should be covered with a sheet. 

● Equipment: Turn off computer; plug iPad and smartphone in to chargers on desk. 
 
Extra precaution: For volunteers who have cats of their own, sanitize hands using hand sanitizer. 


